
Product Description： 

As a professional unique design diamond segment manufacturer, we specialize in the
research of diamond tools and configure tools with different formulas according to your
different requirements. We must strictly control the product quality and ensure the customer
experience

The specially designed w type segment suppliers can better clean up the waste, cool the
saw blade during processing, allow more water flow, prolong the service life of the saw blade,
reduce cutting friction, maintain good sharpness and cutting degree, and maintain the high
performance of the saw blade

Feature: 

1. W-shaped factory price stone diamond segment design is adopted to reduce the contact
area between the cutter head and the cutting material, reduce the friction, reduce the cutting
resistance and improve the cutting speed.

2. Unique design diamond segment will minimize cutting noise, increase water flow, accelerate
cooling speed and prolong service life.

3. We produce diamond cutting heads of various shapes and sizes for selection. With good
pre-sales and after-sales service, we have a large audience and are sold to many countries.

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications Unique Design Diamond Segment For
Manufacturer Suppliers :

 Blade Diameter Core
Thickness(mm)

 Segment
Dimension(mm)

Segment
Number(Pcs)



12 inch 300mm 2.2/2.0 40×3.2×15（20） 21

14 inch 350mm 2.4/2.2 40×3.2×15（20） 24
16 inch 400mm 2.8/2.4 40×3.2×15（20） 28
18 inch 450mm 2.8/2.6 40×3.2×15（20） 32
20 inch 500mm 3.2/2.8 40×3.2×15（20） 36

22 inch 550mm 3.2/3.0 40×3.2×15（20） 38

24 inch 600mm 3.6/3.2 40×3.2×15（20） 42

26 inch 650mm 4.0/3.6 40×3.2×15（20） 46
28 inch 700mm 4.0/3.8 40×3.2×15（20） 50
32 inch 800mm 4.5/4.2 40×3.2×15（20） 57

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Product show 

W Shape Unique Design Diamond Segment For Cutting Stone Manufacturer



Application: 



Unique design diamond segment of 350-3500mm circular saw blades.stable cutting,
narrow cutting gap, stone waste reduction.good cutting result: smooth cutting, flat surface
and even size.wet use only, silver welding, sandwich or multi-layer structure.diamond
segments from professional supplier.

diamond granite segment for single blade,w type diamond segment for granite cutting
blade is used for cutting large stone slabs.diamond granite segment for single blade.

K shape segment, M shape segment is easy for diamond opening.

Diamond segment for cutting granite, sandstone, kinds of hard stone with quartz.

The blade has good sharpness and high efficiency at the process of cutting and have long
lifespan.

FAQ

1. How to guarantee the quality of the product?

The company’s products have standards, safety guarantees to control product quality,
responsible for product quality for our customers, Established for more than ten years, as a
professional and experienced diamond manufacturer, Boreway insists on providing our
customers with the highest quality diamond tools .

2. Are you professional？

All of our company's products are diamond tools or related machinery products. They are
highly professional and have maintained their pre-industry level. We are more professional
and can help you find the ideal ideal for your market (dealer) or project (end user). Diamond
tools.

3. What are our advantages?

Our teams is professional and the members have good study of the diamond tools. We offer
quick response. Each messege or email will be replied within 24 hours.In the past few
decades, Boreway diamond tools has made many orders of the OEM/ODM successfully . Some
of the OEM/ODM services are free of charge!



Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


